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Ten Ways to Effectively Kill Weeds in Your Garden 
~Naturally~ 

You pull the weeds and the next morning ten more have popped up in its 
place.  Well, maybe it is not quite that bad.  Controlling weeds is probably 
the hardest part of a garden. You work hard to plant, you water it faithfully 
but you just can't stay ahead of the weeds.


Hopefully these tips will be just what you need.  My husband always says 
one year of weeds is seven years of seeds.  That is the farmer talking. 
 He really hates weeds and so we work hard to keep them out of the 
garden.  
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Tips to keep the weeds down 

To prepare the ground in the spring we rototill the garden as soon as it is 
dry enough to work.  We don't work the dirt if it is too wet, it will create dirt 
clumps in the garden and makes it hard to break them down later.


After we rototill the garden we wait for approximately 2 weeks or until little 
weed seedlings start to poke up, then we rototill again.  The amount of 
time depends on the moisture received and temperature of the soil. 


By waiting it allows the weeds time to germinate.  By tilling it kills off the 
seedlings that have started to sprout.  If your area is really weed covered it 
may require you to wait and do more than two rounds of tilling.


If grass is one of your problems rototilling will help bring those roots to the 
top and the sun will kill them off.  The second time through with the tiller 
will help bring more of the roots to the surface and hopefully kill them off.


The problem killing 
grass is if you leave 
even a piece of the 
root alive the grass 
will start to grow 
again.


By starting the garden 
off right in the spring 
it will help you control 
the weeds later in the 
summer and into fall, 
and hopefully for 
years to come.
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Spacing the rows 

Giving yourself enough room between the rows is important when planting 
your garden.  We have a stick we use to measure the space from one row 
to the next.   The stick is a little wider than the width of our rototiller.  


We measure a little bit wider to allow the plants space to grow.


By leaving enough room between the rows, the rototiller can go down the 
rows easily. This helps with weed control and makes weeding easy.  


After tilling between the rows we go through and pull any weeds the tiller 
might have missed or couldn’t get because it was growing between the 
plant or too close to the plants.


In just a short amount of time the rows can be rototilled every few weeks 
or as needed.  Tilling can be very effective weed control.  
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Controlling weeds around the border 

When planting our garden we leave room around the edge of the garden 
and mow the grass or the weeds.  


On one end of our garden, is our gravel driveway. The gravel makes it very 
simple to keep the weeds from entering the garden and keeping the weeds 
under control.  


On the other end of the garden and down one side of the garden, we have 
grass planted.  Between the grass and the garden we leave a strip as wide 
as the tiller so we can rototill it throughout the summer.


This keeps the weeds down and also tilling keeps the grass from moving 
into the garden.  This makes a nice clean border and by keeping the grass 
mowed and tilled along the edge the maintenance is easy.


The other side of the garden is not as simple.  This is the buffer zone 
between the goat pen and the garden.  We are working on planting  grass 
along this edge but it is mostly weeds and grass right now. 


By keeping this area mowed it 
can help stop the weeds from 
going to seed. It is important 
when preparing your garden to 
prepare the borders of the 
garden, throwing out rocks, 
sticks and leveling the ground so 
you can keep it mowed.  


Mowing is simple, quick and a 
great way to keep weeds from 
going to seed and spreading 
into the garden.
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Planting ground cover crops 

Soil loves to be covered with something wether it is garden plants, flowers 
or weeds. 


When the ground is 
covered there is 
protection for all the little 
micronutrients and 
macronutrients.  You can 
find these nutrients in the 
soil.  They live in the dirt. 
Their job is to break down 
the organic matter in the 
soil.  


It is important your soil 
has a balance of both 
micronutrients and 
macronutrients. These 
nutrients work for you 
keeping your soil healthy. 
   

Ground covers are a good 
alternative instead of 
allowing the soil to 
produce weeds. 


There are many plants you can use to cover the ground.  One of our 
favorites is Austrian Winter Peas.  Not only does this type of pea grow fast 
and fill in quite nicely, it also puts nitrogen into the soil.  
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As you can see from the picture the little white nodules on the root of the 
plant are nitrogen nodules.  Nitrogen helps in plant leaf development and 
assists in giving it green color from chlorophyll production.  
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When we get to the end of our growing season, before the peas freeze 
hard, we till the peas into the soil. 


If this is done while they are still green it is considered green manure.  
Green manure  provides many nutrients for the soil and creates a rich 
healthy soil for your garden.


The nitrogen in the peas also helps break down the organic matter in the 
soil.  
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Ground covers for flower beds 

Are you looking for something to control the weeds in flower beds?  Most 
of these areas cannot be tilled when needed.  Flower beds usually have 
shrubs, perennials, and bulbs planted.  This makes it difficult to rototill.   


In this case, there are many flowers and plants you can add to the flower 
bed to cover the area.  These plants spread out shading the weeds, 
stealing the nutrients and water, choking the weeds out.  This is a beautiful 
way to keep weeding to a minimum.


Weed barriers can be used in a flower beds and covered with decorative 
bark and rocks.  
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Weed Barriers 

Putting down weed barriers or black plastic may be an option in some 
areas of your yard or garden.  This can help cut down the weeds but won't 
get you out of pulling weeds completely.  You may have to pull the weeds 
that come up close to the plants and around the edges.  


Weed barrier can also be quite expensive.  This method may also require a 
drip system to allow the plants to get the proper amount of water.  


Weed barriers may be put on the ground under planter boxes and garden 
boxes,  but the ground must be worked and leveled before putting the 
ground barrier done.  The boxes are then put on the ground barrier.


This method keeps the weeds from coming up from underneath but will 
not stop the weeds in the soil inside the box.  


Black plastic can be put on the ground and holes cut for the plants to 
come through.  A drip system needs to be used with this method.  Black 
plastic has approximately a one year life and would need to be replaced 
each year to block weeds from coming up in the garden. 


Ground barrier can also be placed on the top of the ground with holes cut 
for the plants to come through.  If this method is to be used the ground 
needs to be worked before putting the ground barrier down into the 
garden or flower bed.


Newspaper or cardboard may also be put on the ground to stop the 
weeds.  If newspapers are used the paper with the waxy feel should not be 
used.  The newspaper will break down quickly turning into mulch.
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Mulching 

Mulching can be effective and is another alternative to keep your weeds 
down.  You can mulch with leaves, grass clippings and some even use 
straw, newspaper and cardboard. 


 But there can be a 
drawback to 
mulching.  It 
requires nitrogen to 
break the mulch 
down.  Mulching 
can add nutrients 
back into your soil, 
but may cause 
your plants to 
become nitrogen 
deficient.  


Another drawback to keep in mind, depending on what you use for mulch.  

If you use grass clippings or straw you run the risk of the little seeds from 
the grain or the grass coming up in your garden.  Thus defeating the 
purpose of putting down mulch to cut back on weeds.


Leaves may also create an issue if you live in a windy area.  All of your 
hard work may blow away.  Cardboard and newspaper may be unsightly if 
you are working to have a beautiful garden and may possibly blow away.


There are also some good benefits in mulch.  It 
can help build up your soil as long as you add 
nutrients to help it break down.  You are also 
feeding your worms, which make a very rich soil 
with their castings.
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Mowing weeds 

A simple way to control weeds is by mowing or weed eating. If weeds get 
out of hand an option may be to simply mow them or cut them down.  This 
should be done before the weeds go to seed.


If you are weed eating the weeds be sure and rake them up and dispose of 
them.   Some weeds, when cut down, will put on seed pods while they are 
lying on the ground.  


When this happens you defeat your purpose of chopping them down, in 
order to get rid of them before they go to seed. 


Keeping your weeds mowed can prevent the weeds from going to seed on 
the borders of your garden and even in your garden if needed.


If they have already gone to seed using this method you run the risk of 
spreading the seeds all over the garden.  This is why if you choose to mow 
the weeds you want to make sure you mow before they go to seed.


Summer-fall 

Summer-fall is a technique that is used on farms when the ground has  
weeds.  Sometimes the farmer is giving the field a rest for that 
season. This technique can be accomplished as easily in a garden as it is 
on a farm.  


This is done by putting the ground to rest for a season. By summer-falling, 
you rototill the ground killing off the weeds that are growing.


Throughout the summer and into the fall you work the ground, kills off any 
of the weeds that may continue to germinate and grow.  Depending on the 
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area and the amount of moisture will determine how often the ground 
needs to be worked.


Summer-falling can be done with great success in controlling weeds.  If 
consistent the ground may be ready to plant the following year.  


If your season is really dry where you live, you may need to water the 
ground to germinate the seeds.  It will also be easier to work the ground 
when it is moist.


Good old fashioned pulling the weeds 

If none of these methods work for you, pulling weeds by hand may be 
what you will have to resort to.  Pulling weeds can be enjoyable and not as 
tedious as you may think  There is something about sitting right down in 
the dirt, it can be very relaxing and therapeutic.


But then again pulling weeds by hand can be hard if you don't have the 
correct tools.  There are many types of tools you can buy for this project.  I 
like to use a garden weeder to pop the root of the weed right out of the 
ground.


These tools can come in handy and help with any weeding project.  
Another tip when pulling weeds by hand is making sure the soil is loose. 
The best time to pull weeds is when the ground has dried out a little after a 
rain or after you have watered.  The moisture helps loosen the soil around 
the root of the weed making it easier to pop or pull it right out of the 
ground.


Remember to dispose of the weed so it will not have a chance to go to 
seed. And don’t forget your gloves!
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Chemical sprays 

If you have a real weed problem and you like to use chemicals you can 
always spray the weeds to kill them.  This is my least favorite way.  But 
even after killing them you need to pull them out depending on the size or 
mow them.  


This way can seem easy but there are still steps that need to be followed 
before you plant.  
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Gardening is meant to be enjoyed not endured. 

Gardening can be very enjoyable and stress-free, especially if you take the 
time to prepare the soil properly and maintain the garden after it is planted.  


When taking the time to weed a little every few days you can keep your 
garden looking great.  After all what better way to get you outside to relax 
and enjoy the fresh air and sunshine. 


Here is a BONUS tip if you are homesteading and happen to raise animals. 

Put your goats to work 

When we were setting up our homestead things moved and changed until 
everything was just the way we wanted.  We moved our animals, chicken 
coop, and portable buildings around to several places before they found 
their permanent homes.  


My goats were no exception.  I have portable panels for their fencing and 
portable sheds, and they were moved many times.  They did manage to 
stay in one spot for one year, that later became my garden area.


We decided to put the garden where the goats were to give us more space 
for planting.  We shifted the goats, moving them into the corral area a little 
farther.  The goat space turned out to be the perfect place for the garden.
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What we hadn’t planned on was the bonus we received from doing this.  
Not only had they fertilized it well they also did a really good job at weed 
control.  There were no weeds where they had spent the year.


This portion of the garden does really well and there are not many weeds 
that pop up.  So if you have goats put them to work.  They will love you for 
it.  (We have also done this with pigs in the fall they do a really good job.)


Controlling weeds is a big part of having a successful garden you can 
enjoy and be proud of.  A garden is a big commitment if you want it to 
succeed.  


If you plant it and water it and occasionally you weed it you may end up 
with a jungle.  Your harvest may not be great and you will have to dig 
through the weeds to find you plants.  


After all of the work you put into planting and watering it is worth the effort 
to get rid of the weeds.


No matter what method you use, you will always have a weed pop up here 
and there that you will need to pull.  The best thing to do is pull it before it 
goes to seed.


If you do control your weeds and take care of it properly you may in return  
receive a beautiful harvest you can enjoy all winter long.


Happy Gardening! 
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One last thought.  I love herbs, and some of the weeds 

in my garden are herbs.  At times when I go to pull 

them I cringe thinking, I shouldn’t pull you because 

you are a good plant….. but then I have to remind 

myself.  If a plant is growing where it doesn’t belong, 

it becomes a weed, no matter what it is. (at times I do 

make exceptions!) 

Website:   
https://littlelostcreations.net


Follow me on facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/littlelostcreations.net/


Join me on Pinterest: 
https://www.pinterest.com/littlelostcreat/
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